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There is something whimsical in watching older luchadores work in 2015. There is a very real feeling that we are seeing the last of a dying breed. Whether it is a maestro style match that is heavy 
on free flowing, old school lucha mat work or some other variation of old school lucha, I get the impression that it is more than the quality of the work that draws people to these matches. There 
seems to be a feeling that these masters of their craft are the last of their kind. There is a certain a romantic quality to the idea that we are witnessing an end of an era play out in real time.

Having said all of that, I am not sure if that is a genuine and widespread feeling amongst lucha libre fans both in Mexico and elsewhere. I might be seeing a sentiment that does not truly exist but based 
on the reactions these matches tend to get, I also do not think I am totally off base here. Personally, I am not completely convinced that this is the end of an era. I will defer to the lucha libre historians 
on this one, but I would at least venture a guess that when luchadores like El Santo, Blue Demon, El Rayo de Jalisco, and Alfonso Dantes called it quits in the late 1980’s in the midst of a faster style of 
lucha libre (fueled by the likes of El Hijo del Santo and Negro Casas) that the last of the maestros were dying out. Styles never totally die out, however, and here we are in 2015 with plenty of capable, 
old school lucha style workers still applying their craft. If there is a worry currently over the last of the traditional lucha mat workers and maestros dying out, it might be concern over nothing. 

Regardless, there is an undeniable charm to see two older, broken bodied luchadores captivate an audience the way Villano IV and Blue Demon Jr. did at Rey de Reyes.

The match began with mat work that felt a bit perfunctory in a sense but was competently executed. I thought the mat work was good, but not on the same level we see from guys like Virus, Negro Navarro, or 
Hechicero. Villano IV has the reputation of being a good worker, but not at the level of his older brother, Villano III. Blue Demon Jr. is even less acclaimed and to put it bluntly, is not a good worker overall. 
So these two 49 year olds starting off with mediocre-level mat work certainly was not exactly a promising start. There was no certainty that the match was going to get better from its competent beginnings.

That changed the moment Villano IV decided to punch Blue Demon Jr. right in the face with a straight right.

From that moment on, the match shifted from a lower rent maestro-style mat based match to a violent and bloody grudge match that better suited their strengths. By the time the match was over, both Villano 
IV and Blue Demon Jr. were bleeding heavily (although “unfortunately” Villano’s blood was made less visible by virtue of his trademark pink mask). There were more quality punches and some quality 
brawling. Both guys hit topes the best their bodies would allow them to. Villano IV in particular struggled on his dive and it didn’t help that Demon Jr. did not appear to be much interested in catching him.

By the time they started rolling out the pinning combinations for near falls and near submission attempts, the small but passionate crowd was way into what they were seeing. The match 
turned into a great example of effective old school lucha. The mat work set the foundation and ended at the right time. There was blood (and lots of it). There was good brawling, hot 
near falls, and neat submissions down the stretch. Villano IV and Blue Demon Jr. did not do anything extraordinary on that night, they just did a lot of things very well. 

There is certainly something to the argument that matches between guys who have been around so long have a better chance of getting over just because the fans are familiar with and have an attachment to the 
luchadores. That is certainly true, but this match would have been well worked regardless of the names of the wrestlers in it. Not all older luchadore matches are guaranteed to be as good. That goes without saying. 
As one example, Fuerza Guerrera and Negro Casas wrestled their second singles match of 2015 on March 14th. While the match was by no means bad, it certainly is not anything worth tracking down. Casas is 
a much better worker than either Villano IV or Blue Demon Jr. but the match never reached a second gear the way the Rey de Reyes match did nor was the quality of the match as strong as Casas and Fuerza’s All 
Elite encounter from February. The Casas and Fuerza match served as another reminder – at least for me – that the wrestlers involved in a match and the style of the match in no way guarantee a quality match.

The crowd showed their appreciation for Villano IV and Blue Demon Jr. by tossing money into the ring afterwards. It is moments like that lead me to the opinion that at least some 
fans of lucha libre see the current old guard as phasing out but are not quite ready to let go. As said, this was a good match built on fundamental lucha principles but not necessarily an 
extraordinary match. The crowd however treated it as one. When the Villano IV and Blue Demon Jr. tossed out the obligatory mask match challenges post-match the crowd ate it up 
with a spoon. Based on how good the last two matches between those two have been (they had a very good match last April as well), I hope we get to see that at some point.


